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Matter in a warped and oscillating background
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We examine the role of matter in an oscillating background with a warped, compact extra dimension. This
background is compatible with anS1/Z2 orbifold structure which allows chiral fermions to be included in the
scenario. When the background oscillates rapidly, the leading coupling of these oscillations is to gauge fields
rather than fermions. If the decay of these oscillations were to occur today, it could provide an alternative
mechanism for generating the ultrahigh energy cosmic rays.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A remarkable property of actions that generalize
Einstein-Hilbert action for gravity is that they admit metri
with a periodic dependence on one or more of the coo
nates. The simplest such example occurs for an action c
posed of a general set of curvature invariants, with up to f
derivatives of the metric, and a scalar field. In 411 dimen-
sions a metric periodic in one of the spatial dimensions p
vides a naturally compact space—by identifying the comp
tification length with the period—without any singularities
discontinuities in the metric@1#. Moreover, these periodic
solutions exist without the need for finely tuning any of t
parameters in the action. The coefficients of the fo
derivative terms determine an essentially unique compac
cation size.

Similarly, we can search for metrics that oscillate both
the fifth dimension and in time@2#. Although these metrics
do not describe the most general isotropic vacuum solut
for the action, they could have intriguing consequences
the early and the late evolution of the universe. In the v
early universe, we shall see that the rapid decay of the o
lating background into gauge fields provides an example
how a universe with a Planck-scale time dependence
relax into one that can admit a realistic, slow evolutio
Moreover, if some slowly relaxing, but rapid, oscillation pe
sisted or arose recently, then it could contribute a flux
ultrahigh energy cosmic rays. To be successful, the the
would still require a mechanism to maintain these osci
tions at a satisfactory rate of decay today.

In this article we shall explore the effect of includin
fermion and gauge fields in these oscillating backgroun
Even for a purely static background, introducing chiral f
mions requires that the compact extra dimension should h
the topology of anS1/Z2 orbifold. The metric and the scala
field that supports the compact geometry must be, res
tively, even and odd under thisZ2 . When the metric addi-
tionally oscillates rapidly in time, the coupling of these fiel
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with gravity leads to a potential decay channel for the os
lations. We shall show by expanding a fermion and an A
lian gauge field in Kaluza-Klein modes that to leading ord
the fermion zero mass mode does not couple to the osci
ing component of the metric. The preferred channel for
relaxation of the metric is therefore into gauge fields.

In the following section we review the features of osc
lating metrics in 411 dimensions. Section III describes ho
to place the theory on an orbifold to allow for chiral fermion
in a warped, static background. Section IV examines the c
pling of the time-dependent components of the metric w
the Kaluza-Klein modes of a fermion and an Abelian gau
field placed in an oscillating, compact background. Fina
in Sec. V, we study the phenomenological signature in ul
high energy cosmic rays of a very small, but rapid, oscil
tion today.

II. OSCILLATING METRICS

At distances approaching the Planck length, the us
Einstein-Hilbert action should be supplemented by hig
derivative curvature invariants. For example, an action w
up to four derivatives of the metric and a scalar field has
form1

S5M5
3E d4x dyA2g@2L1R1aR21bRabR

ab

1cRabcdR
abcd#1M5

3E d4x dyA2g

3@2 1
2 ¹aF¹af1DLf#1¯ . ~2.1!

M5 and L denote the Planck mass and cosmological c
stant, respectively. This action admits smooth, nonsingu
metrics that are compact in the fifth dimension,

1Our convention for the signature of the metric is~2, 1, 1, 1,
1! while the Riemann curvature tensor is defined by2Ra

bcd

[]dGbc
a 2]cGbd

a 1Ged
a Gbc

a 2Gec
a Gbd

e . Here the indices a,b,...
50,1,2,3,y range over all coordinates whilem,n,...50,1,2,3 label
the ordinary space-time coordinates.
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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ds25gabdxadxb5eA~y!hmndxmdxn1dy2, ~2.2!

where the exponentA(y) is a periodic function, whenDLf
is either an interaction, such as (¹af¹af)2 @1#, or a Casimir
term @3# with differing values for its components in the larg
ordinaryxm and the compacty directions. In either case, th
existence of such solutions does not require finely tuning
of the parameters in the action. The effects of theR2 terms
can be conveniently parametrized by

m516a15b14c, l55a1b1 1
2 c,

n53a1b1c. ~2.3!

l andn, in particular, represent the coefficients of a Gau
Bonnet and a squared Weyl tensor, respectively.

While the static metrics are adequate for studying a the
with a flat (311)-dimensional long distance limit, mode
that are to include a realistic cosmology should evolve
time as well,

ds252eA~y!dt21eA~y!eB~ t !d i j dxidxj

1eC~ t !dy2; ~2.4!

here we have still assumed an isotropy in the three la
spatial dimensions but have allowed a different evolution
the compact dimension.

We shall principally consider a universe that oscilla
rapidly so that the time dependence and they dependence
which fixes the size of the compact dimension, are on
similar footing. The fourth-order, two-variable differenti
equations that result from varying the action~2.1! are more
difficult to solve than the static case~2.2!, which can be
solved numerically, but fortunately it is possible to build
solution order by order in a small amplitude expansion.
first order iney ,e t!1, we find@2#

A~y!5ey cos~vyy!1¯ ,

B~ t !5e t cos~v tt !1¯ ,

C~ t !523e t cos~v tt !1¯ , ~2.5!

with

vy5A23/m and v t5
1

A3m216n
, ~2.6!

so that a periodic solution exists whenm,0 and
n, 3

16 m—no fine-tuning is needed. In Eq.~2.6! we see ex-
plicitly that the higher derivative terms in the action dete
mine the size of the extra dimension and the oscillation
quency. Proceeding to the next order in the smalley ,e t
expansion@2# introduces some corrections to each ofA(y),
B(t), and C(t), which depend onboth t and y, and more
importantly relates the small amplitudes to the size of
cosmological constant:

L5 3
4 ~vy

2ey
21v t

2e t
2!. ~2.7!
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The relative sizes ofey and e t in this solution are undeter
mined. This relation allows us to state more precisely
regime in which the small amplitude expansion exists. Wh
m andn have a natural sizeO(M5

22), then a small amplitude
translates to a small cosmological constant,M5L21/2@1.
Note, however, that the existence of periodic solutions
beyond the small amplitude regime—does not require
small cosmological constant as was shown numerically
@1#.

In the large 311 dimensions, once we have substitut
the leading effects from they-dependent scalar field, we dis
cover that the densityr and the pressurep for the noncom-
pact spatial dimensions are

r5 3
4 v t

2e t
21 1

4 ḟ21¯' 3
2 v t

2e t
2.0,

p52 3
4 v t

2e t
21 1

4 ḟ21¯'0, ~2.8!

so that3
4 v t

2e t
2 resembles an effective cosmological consta

The fundamental cosmological constant that appears in
action effects the warping of the extra dimension, as
pressure in that dimension indicates,py522L1 3

2 v t
2e t

2.
We find that the small amplitude expansion describ

above cannot be extended to the case of a de Sitter expan
B(t)5kt1¯ that coexists with the oscillations, if the rat
of expansion is to be comparable to the leading oscillat
terms in the metric, i.e.,k;O(M5e t). In general, the dynam
ics that links the short scale oscillations with the large sc
evolution of the universe is complicated and deserves fur
study.

If the amplitude of the oscillations starts with a valu
large compared to any expansion rate, the amplitude m
eventually decrease sufficiently so as to allow a realistic c
mology. Given that the vacuum energy density in Eq.~2.8! is
positive, a natural mechanism for its relaxation is through
decay of the rapid oscillations into energetic particles, ana
gous to the decay of the inflation in inflation. In Sec. IV, w
shall study how fermions and gauge fields couple to the
cillating functionsB(t) andC(t), thus providing an explicit
decay mechanism.

Note that the presence of the extra dimension is neces
for this decay. In 311 dimensions the metric would no
contain aC(t) term and would therefore be conformally fla
then the oscillation could not decay into conformally coupl
fields.

III. CHIRAL FERMIONS

In order to recover the standard model fields, the the
must contain chiral fermions. A difficulty arises for the usu
Kaluza-Klein compactification with only one extra dime
sion since the Lorentz symmetry group SO~4,1! has only
one,nonchiral, spin-12 representation. Chiral spinor represe
tations do arise when we break the full SO~4,1! symmetry
group, for example by placing the theory on anS1/Z2 orbi-
fold in the fifth dimension@4,5#.

We can similarly introduce an orbifold into the warpe
Kaluza-Klein picture with a static metric~2.2!. The field
equations for the action~2.1! that determineA(y) andf(y)
4-2
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MATTER IN A WARPED AND OSCILLATING BACKGROUND PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 124014
do not depend explicitly ony so we are free to translate a
extremum ofA(y) to y50. If the period ofA(y) is yc then

we can compactify the space by restrictingyP@2 1
2 yc , 1

2 yc#
and identifying the end points. The solutions forA(y) found
numerically in@1# and analytically in a small amplitude ex
pansion in@2# are manifestly even undery→2y so the back-
ground metric respects an SO(3,1)3Z2 symmetry.

This Z2 invariance allows us to introduce an orbifold g
ometry in the extra dimension by identifyingy with 2y. In
order to define a theory consistently on this orbifold, t
fields must be odd or even under this discreteZ2 . As we
have seen, the background metric is even and this orbi
geometry will further constrain the allowed gravitational e
citations of this background.

The scalar field, in contrast, must be odd,f(2y)5
2f(y). The reason is that the field equations for~2.1! relate
f8(y) to an expression that depends onA(y) only through
terms with even numbers of derivatives. Therefore,f8(y)
oscillates with the same period asA(y) and is also even
under f8(y)5f8(2y). For the solutions found in@1–3#,
f8(y) is everywhere positive so that after integrating w
obtain a f(y) that increases monotonically. Choosing t
constant of integration so thatf(0)50 produces af(y) that
is odd. To accommodate the boundary values, we must
ther impose thatf(y) itself assumes values only in a com
pact space by identifyingf(yc/2) andf(2yc/2). In Fig. 1,
we show explicitly an example with this geometry. The for
for f(y) was found numerically forDLf5k(¹af¹af)2 but
with the parameters chosen arbitrarily within the region
the $L,m,l,k% space with periodic solutions iny.

In order to be compatible with thisZ2 orbifold structure, a
separate scalar field should be included if we wish also
allow the rapid time oscillations. This requirement follow
from the leading order behaviorḟ253v t

2e t
2 @2#; upon inte-

gration we obtain a contribution that is even under theZ2
symmetry which is incompatible with the symmetry of th
scalar field that supports the compact extra dimension.

We now obtain chiral fermions through the standard c
struction@4–6#. If we choose the following boundary cond
tions on a five-dimensional fermion:

c~xl,2y!5g5c~xl,y!, ~3.1!

FIG. 1. The behavior off(y) on the orbifold for L51, m
50.1,l50, andDLf52(1/4)(¹af¹af)2. The initial condition is
A9(0)523.77364592. Here yP@20.6578,0.6578# and fP
@20.744,0.744#. The end points of each dimension are identified
that both are compact.
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then expanding in a tower of Kaluza-Klein modes, we hav
chiral zero mass mode,

cL
~0!~xl,y!50,

cR
~0!~xl,y!5e2A~y!cR

~0!~xl!,
~3.2!

as well as a series of paired massive left and right mo
cL,R

(n) (xl,y) for n.0. Unlike the flat Kaluza-Klein expansion
the zero mass mode does depend on the fifth coordi
through thee2A(y) factor.

IV. FERMIONS AND GAUGE FIELDS IN AN
OSCILLATING BACKGROUND

The presence of ordinary fermion or gauge fields affe
the evolution of the universe with rapid time oscillation
The interaction of such fields with the oscillating metric o
fers a route for the relaxation of these oscillations. Howev
we shall see that the zero mass mode of the Kaluza-K
expansion of a massless five-dimensional fermion does
couple directly to the oscillating components of the metr
to leading order. A decay into gauge fields~or scalar fields!
becomes the dominant channel for the relaxation of the m
ric.

Returning to a metric with a dependence on both time a
the extra dimension~2.4!, when B(t)ÞC(t) this metric is
not conformally flat. This feature becomes more apparen
we define new coordinates

h~ t ![E t

e2B~ t8!/2dt8

r ~y![Ey

e2A~y8!/2dy8, ~4.1!

in terms of which the metric~2.4! becomes

ds25eA~r !eB~h!@2dh21d i j dxidxj

1eC~h!2B~h!dr2#, ~4.2!

whereA(r ), B(h), andC(h) are understood to beA„y(r )…,
B„t(h)…, andC„t(h)….

We now introduce a fermion fieldc and an Abelian gauge
field Aa through the action2

Sc,A5E d4x drA2g$eA
a c̄GA~Da2 igAa!c

2 1
4 gabgcdFacFbd%, ~4.3!

2Because of our choice for the metric’s signature, we have
included the usual factor ofi in the fermion action. Theg matrices
are defined byGA5$ igm,g5%, wheregm andg5 are the standardg
matrices, so that$GA,GB%52hAB for hAB5diag@21,1,1,1,1#. Refer
to @7# or @8# for further details on fermions in a curved backgroun
4-3
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HAEL COLLINS AND BOB HOLDOM PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 124014
whereFab is the gauge field strength. We work in the limit
which these fields do not significantly affect the backgrou
geometry. In this action, we have not assumed an orbi
structure in the extra dimension, but as in the previous s
tion one can be readily introduced. TheeA

a is a vierbein
which connects the curved coordinates with a locally Lore
zian frame:

eA
aeB

bgab5hAB . ~4.4!

The covariant derivative of a fermion

Da5]a1 1
2 vaBCsBC ~4.5!

involves the spin connection defined by

vaAB5 1
2 eA

b@]aeBb2]beBa#

2 1
2 eB

b@]aeAb2]beAa#

2 1
2 eA

c eB
d@]ceDd2]deDc#ea

D ~4.6!

andsBC5 1
4 @GB,GC#.

The contributions from the spin connection are cance
by introducing a rescaled fermion field defined by

c~xl,r !5e2A~r !e2~3/4!B~h!e2~1/4!C~h!C~xl,r !. ~4.7!

The fermion-gauge field action then becomes

Sc,A5E d4x dr$ i C̄gm~]m2 igAm!C

1e~B2C!/2C̄g5~] r2 igAr !C%

1E d4x dre~A1C!/2$2 1
4 hmnhlrFmlFnr

2 1
4 e~B2C!hmnFmrFnr%; ~4.8!

note that the first term no longer containsA(r ), B(h), or
C(h).

A. The Kaluza-Klein expansion

To investigate the effect of the oscillating metric in th
long distance limit, we expand the fermion and gauge fie
in a tower of Kaluza-Klein modes. To simplify, we work i
the axial gaugeAr50. The fermions are expanded separat
in left- and right-handed fields,

CL,R~xl,r ![ 1
2 ~17g5!C5 (

n50

`

CL,R
~n! ~xl! f L,R

~n! ~r !

~4.9!

where f L,R
(n) (r ) satisfy

] r f L
~n!5mnf R

~n! , ] r f R
~n!52mnf L

~n! ~4.10!

and obey the following orthogonality condition:
12401
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E
2r c/2

r c/2

dr f L
~m!* ~r ! f L

~n!~r !

5E
2r c/2

r c/2

dr f R
~m!* ~r ! f R

~n!~r !5dmn, ~4.11!

wherer c is the volume of the extra dimension. Analogous
we expand the gauge field

Am~xl,r !5 (
n50

`

Am
~n!~xl!h~n!~r !, ~4.12!

defining the masses of the modes through

] r@eA/2] rh
~n!#52Mn

2eA/2h~n! ~4.13!

and normalizing the states through

E
2r c/2

r c/2

dr eA~r !/2h~m!~r !h~n!~r !5dmn. ~4.14!

The fermion-gauge interaction will induce couplings amo
the various Kaluza-Klein modes,

GL,R
mnp[gE

2r c/2

r c/2

dr f L,R
~m!* ~r ! f L,R

~n! ~r !h~p!~r !. ~4.15!

The effective action that appears in four dimensions a
result of Eq.~4.8! is thus

Sc,A5E d4xH(
m,n

i C̄L
~m!gmS dmn]m2 i(

p
GL

mnpAm
~p!DCL

~n!

1(
m,n

i C̄R
~m!gmS dmn]m2 i(

p
GR

mnpAm
~p!DCR

~n!

1e~B2C!/2(
n

mn~C̄L
~n!CR

~n!1C̄R
~n!CL

~n!!J
1E d4x eC/2(

n
$2 1

4 hmnhlrFml
~n!Fnr

~n!

2 1
2 e~B2C!Mn

2hmnAm
~n!An

~n!%. ~4.16!

At low energies, well below the Planck scale, only t
dynamics of the massless modes will be important in
effective theory. Ther-dependent parts of the lowest lyin
fermions are

f L
~0!5 f R

~0!5r c
21/2

along with a factor ofe2A(r ) from Eq. ~4.7!. The couplings
among the massless modes simplify to

g0[GL
0005GR

0005
g

r c
E

2r c/2

r c/2

dr h~0!~r !. ~4.17!

The low energy effective action is thus
4-4
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MATTER IN A WARPED AND OSCILLATING BACKGROUND PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 124014
Seff5E d4x$ i C̄~0!gm~]m2 ig0Am
~0!!C~0!

2 1
4 eC/2Fmn

~0!F ~0!mn1¯%. ~4.18!

In this effective action, the gravitational oscillations d
not couple directly to the fermions, but rather to the gau
fields. In the small amplitude limit that we have assumed,
leading interaction is

Linteraction52 1
8 C~ t !Fmn

~0!F ~0!mn. ~4.19!

This coupling offers a natural channel for the decay of
oscillating component of the metric. Similarly, any fund
mental scalar fields in the theory would also allow the de
of the oscillating gravitational field. The kinetic energy ter
for the zero mass Kaluza-Klein mode of a massless fi
dimensional scalar field has a prefactor ofeB1C/2.

If the fermion in Eq.~4.18! had a small realistic massm,
either through a fermion mass in the five-dimensional act
or if a massless fermion subsequently develops a dynam
mass, a mass term would produce a coupling between
fermion and the gravitational oscillations. However, this te
would be suppressed bym/M5 relative to Eq.~4.19!.

V. ULTRAHIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAYS

If some slowly decaying residual oscillations were to ex
today, the gauge field products of this decay would provid
possible source for the ultrahigh energy cosmic rays. H
we shall only focus on demonstrating that a realistic cos
ray spectrum can arise and then establish a rough limit on
rate of the decay. We shall not attempt to develop a deta
model that produces this rate. The dominant signal wo
likely result from a decay of the oscillating background in
energetic gluons. The natural size forv t whenm and n are
not finely tuned in Eq.~2.6! is M5;MP1, whereMP1 is the
effective four-dimensional Planck scale. Moreover, since
oscillating metric in Eq.~2.4! is spatially isotropic, the inter-
action~4.19! superficially resembles the decay of a very m
sive particle at rest. An initial gluon of energyE0;MP1,
produced in any of the two, three, or four gluon channels
Eq. ~4.19!, will fragment into a high multiplicity jet of par-
ticles with a wide range of energies.3 For an initial photon
pair the secondaries are only those produced as the pho
scatter from the intergalactic radio background, and t
should not provide as strong a constraint as gluon prod
tion. Additionally, the presence of any gauge interactions
yond the standard model could provide other decay chann

The observed flux of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays,
sumed here to be protons, can then set a bound on ra
production, or equivalently on the rate of decay of the eff
tive vacuum energy densityrvac. We estimate the flux of
protons above some energyE. by

3For simplicity we shall treat the initial gluons as monoenerge
rather than integrating over the energy distributions in the thr
and four-gluon cases, since the strongest constraint comes from
most energetic gluons.
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4p
ṙvacE0

21,N. . ~5.1!

N. is the number of protons with energyE.E. in a jet
produced by the initial gluon of energyE0;MP1. , is the
attenuation length of these protons due to scattering from
cosmic microwave background radiation@9#. When E.

'1011 GeV then, is approximately a few tens of Mpc@10#.
This energy is just above the expected but not seen Grei
Zatsepin-Kuzmin~GZK! cutoff @9#, which is exceeded here
by high energy protons originating within a distance, of us.

We shall obtain an estimate ofN. from the perturbative
analysis of multiparticle production in jets based on t
modified leading logarithm approximation~e.g., @11#!.4 The
resulting ‘‘limiting spectrum’’ is known but since the initia
gluon energy is so high,t[ ln(E0 /LQCD)@1, we may sim-
plify further with a Gaussian representation. We extract
following results from@11# wherej[ ln(E0 /E):

dN

dj
} expS 2

1

2

~j2 j̄ !2

s2 D , ~5.2!

s5
t

A3z
S 12

3

4zD , j̄5t~ 1
2 1AC/t!. ~5.3!

Herez5A16Nct/b, C5a2/(16Ncb), 3b511Nc22nf , and
3a511Nc12nf /Nc

2. We also note that a Gaussian spectru
resembles the results from Monte Carlo simulations@12#. For
the total multiplicityN5*0

`(dN/dj)dj we use the full ‘‘lim-
iting spectrum’’ result,

N5G~B!S z

2D 12B

I B11~z!, ~5.4!

whereB5a/b. This givesN'73105. Assuming that 5% of
the energy from each initial gluon emerges as protons, th
results imply thatN.'3000 forE.51011 GeV andnf56.
This value forN. triples when theO(t21/2) corrections in
Eq. ~5.3! are absent. Another indication of the sensitivity
the result to the approximation is that no single value ofnf is
actually correct over the range of energies involved, andN.

ranges from 1400 to 6000 asnf ranges from 3 to 8. This las
result also shows howN. can be strongly affected by new
physics beyond the standard model.

The observed integrated flux of cosmic rays withE
.1011 GeV is approximately 2310220 cm22 s21 sr21 @13#,
and so Eq.~5.1! andN.'3000 imply that

ṙvac,3310253 g cm23 s21. ~5.5!

Thus the current vacuum energy density of the universe,
sumed to be about two-thirds of the critical density, ha
decay rate

,
-

the

4In this approximation the main difference at leading order b
tween a quark and a gluon jet is that the multiplicity of particles
the gluon jet is enhanced by a factor of 9/4 relative to the quark
for the same initial jet energy. The mean particle energy of produ
will correspondingly be slightly lower in the gluon jet. In the fo
lowing we have treated a gluon jet the same as a quark jet.
4-5
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ṙvac

rvac
,1026

1

tuniverse
, ~5.6!

wheretuniverse'14 Gyr is the age of the universe.
If this limit is saturated then we have a model for t

ultrahigh energy cosmic rays. The spectrum in Eq.~5.2! im-
plies a hard energy spectrumdN/dE;102a with a'1.2 at
the relevant energies. The observed flux spectrumdJ/dE is
modified by the rapid decrease of the attenuation length
almost a factor of 100 in the range 431010,E,1011 GeV
~the GZK cutoff!. The frequently plottedE3dJ/dE thus rises
for E,431010 GeV, drops for 431010,E,1011 GeV, and
continues to rise forE.1011 GeV. This behavior is a simple
consequence of a hard initial spectrum of protons produ
uniformly throughout space, and is quite consistent with
data above 1010 GeV. Below 1010 GeV the observed flux
rises much faster with decreasing energy, and some o
source for cosmic rays must dominate.

This picture is similar to models involving decay of s
permassive long lived particles@14–16#. The primary differ-
ence is that the supermassive particles tend to congrega
the galactic halo, and this produces a galactic componen
the signal in addition to a possible extragalactic one. But
galactic component would not produce a dip in the spectr
and it would produce some amount of large scale anisotr
@15,16#. In our picture the absence of a galactic componen
natural, although there remains the question of just how s
tially uniform the decay mechanism would be.

The bound on the decay of the oscillating background
Eq. ~5.5! provides a constraint only on thecosmologically
recentdecay rate. Yet, just as in models in which the ult
high energy cosmic rays originate from the decay of v
massive particles, the low energy diffuseg-ray spectrum pro-
vides an additional constraint on how the decay rate it
changes during the evolution of the universe. For exam
assuming that the decay rate in Eq.~5.5! evolves ast241p

@17#, then the observed flux ofg rays with energies 10
MeV–100 GeV generally allows models withp>2 @18#. For
smaller values ofp, the observed spectrum does not allo
sources that produce initial gluons with energies greater t
about 1016 GeV @18,19#. Therefore, decay of the backgroun
either should not proceed too efficiently, which accords w
Eq. ~5.6!, or should have only begun recently. As an exam
of the former, a mechanism that produced a slow exponen
decay at the rate given in Eq.~5.6! would effectively decay
with p'4.

The production of cosmic gluon jets also ties in with a
other mechanism for producing air showers above the G
cutoff, this time involving jets produced outside the,3 vol-
ume. This is because gluon jets contain neutrinos, and t
energetic cosmic neutrinos have some probability for p
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ducingZ bursts within the,3 volume, as they travel toward
us @20#. In particular, neutrinos with energy withindE/ER
5GZ /MZ'3% of theZ resonance energyER54 (eV/mn)
31012 GeV may annihilate with an enhanced cross sect
on the nonrelativistic relic antineutrinos~and vice versa! to
produce theZ. We estimate~with the same uncertainties a
before! that the number of neutrinos in this energy ban
produced per gluon jet, ranges from 300 to 1100 asER
ranges from 1013 to 1011 GeV. The probability for such a
neutrino to produce aZ burst within the,3 volume is in the
range 0.025%–1%, depending on the relic neutrino clus
ing @20#. On the other hand, there is an enhancement fa
of about 100 for the neutrino flux relative to the direct prot
flux since the former originates from the whole Hubble vo
ume. EachZ burst produces two protons with typical ene
gies Ep'ER/30, and thus this mechanism produces proto
peaked in a fairly narrow energy range.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A warped, compact background space-time with a co
pact scalar field, introduced to address the cosmological c
stant problem, does not present any obstructions to includ
chiral fermions. Since the compactness of the extra dim
sion resulted from a periodic solution to the field equatio
rather than adding brane boundaries, the most approp
approach is to give the universe anS1/Z2 orbifold structure
in this dimension.

A Kaluza-Klein expansion of massless fermion and gau
fields in a warped and oscillating background reveals that
zero mass modes of the fermion do not couple at lead
order with the oscillating terms in the metric. Thus the gau
fields would most readily facilitate the decay of the oscilla
ing gravitational field.

The decay of the oscillations in the metric could proce
rapidly in the early universe, at least until the amplitude
sufficiently small that the oscillatory effects are compara
to any de Sitter expansion or to effects from any matter a
radiation present, in which case the simple picture develo
in Sec. II breaks down and the subsequent evolution is m
complex. Yet it would be useful to determine when su
oscillations could coexist with a familiar cosmology in th
(311)-dimensional effective theory since we have seen t
a small, slowly relaxing oscillation today could provide
source for the observed ultrahigh energy cosmic rays.
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